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335 names don't do the trick

Senate maintains candidate restriction
By BILL POND
Chief News Reporter

Winona State Student Senate
decided to not favor a proposal
made by students last Wednesday to abolish a Senate by-law
requiring all presidential candidates to have six months experience within the Senate.
Craig Stoxen, president of the
Alliance of Student Organizations, presented to Senate a peti-

tion bearing the signatures of 335
students who are against the six
month experience by-law. That
by-law was enacted this fall after
12 percent of the student body
voted for it during last spring's
Senate officer election.
One hundred signatures in
favor of a proposal are needed to
bring it up to Senate for consideration as a resolution. And, though
the •ro•osal doesn't have the

backing of the Senate, it will still
appear on the Senate election
ballot as a referendum item, mandated that way by the Senate's
constitution.
"Experience within the senate
is definitely necessary," Vice
President Tom Reusink said. Letting people run without the experience, has no chance of working."
Senator Teresa Coen said that

a younger, less experienced student could get elected to the
president office but, "may not
have the contacts or knowledge
to perform in the position."
But those who argue against
the by-law feel quite different
about it. "You represent 5,000
students here. You represent
every one of us and don't you
think 5,000 people should have
the right to choose anyone they

wish? If I want Bozo to represent
me, I should have that choice,"
Stoxen said.
Senator Jim Becker, said, "If
the student body wants to elect a
fool to lead them, then so be it. I
think we should abolish it (the bylaw)."
Stoxen added the senate six
month experience clause has,
See Candidates, page 3

City agrees
to move polls
to Minne Hall
By JULIE FOEGEN
Asst. Staff Reporter

After years of opposition, the
Winona City Council quietly approved moving the third ward,
second precinct polling place
from the Winona Christian School
to Minne Hall on the Winona
State campus.
There had been major resistance to the plan two years ago,
when it was first proposed. But at
its recent March 3 meeting, the
newly-instated council agreed
that the advantages for the relocation were too numerous to be
ignored.
The advantages that Minne
Hall offers include more room
and better handicap facilities,
parking capacity and location.
According to Jim Schmidt, one
of three people mainly responsible for the change, the Christian
School didn't have enough room
and, "corralling the people there
didn't work."
Schmidt, who has served as an
election judge at the Winona
Christian School for the last three
years, believes that Minne Hall
offers enough physical room for
those voting and those waiting to
vote. Minne will also offer more
convenient storage space for the
voting equipment.
The majority of third ward, secSee Voting, page 2

By JOHN MUGFORD
Projections recently released
by the Minnesota Higher Education Board reveal that enrollments at State University System
institutions will decline 5.1 percent over the next five years.
But Dennis Martin, Director of
Institutional Research at Winona
State, has compiled data that
shows Winona State's enrollment

won't be as nice, with highs in the 50s and a 30 percent
chance of rain,

Entertainment groups' merger OK'd
By KEN METZ
Asst. Staff Reporter

Leaders of two campus entertainment groups met late last
month to work out the details of a
merger planned for the end of
this year.
Advisors and student leaders
from the Social-Cultural Activities
Committee and the Union Program Council met with each other

and with Student Senate officers
March 20, adding their stamps of
approval to the merger that had
been proposed by Senate in February.
Student Senate President Mike
Ericson, one of the backers of the
merger proposal, said the move
would strengthen the two groups.
He cited problems the program
council, or Up & Co., has had in

WSU study predicts rise and fall
in enrollment for coming years
Staff Reporter

Winonan photo by Dave Johnson

The 70-and 80-degree weather that blessed Winona State last
weekend was welcomed by all, including Winona State students Margi Marczewski and Melissa Davis. Today's weather

over the next three years will actually rise three to four percent.
Martin said that the trend of increasing enrollment at Winona
State will continue until the year
1990, when enrollment will be 4.5
percent higher than WSU's 1985
figures.
After 1990, the schools' enrollment will start a gradual decline
until the year 1996, Martin's figures show. At that time, enroll-

Enter the
Dark Castle
—Page 13

ment figures will be about the
same as they are this year. WSU
has a current enrollment of 4,854
full-time equivalent students
(based on 45 credit hours per
year per student).
Martin warns that any time
researchers make enrollment projections for more than two or
three years, the process inevitaSee enrollments, page 3

drawing members, and the better
publicity and scheduling the two
could get by working together, as
reasons for the merger.
"Now, we'll have a central
body that will plan everything,"
said Ericson. Up & Co. advisor
Charlie Zane added, "Hopefully,
it will be one group making all the
activities and events in a particular time and place and hopefully
will be able to spread it (events)
out and be more beneficial to the
student body."
There has been some overlap
of the two groups' activities.
Presently, Up & Co. has committees for games and recreation,
dances, movies, and publicity
while SCAC has committees for
outings, concerts, lectures, coffeehouses, membership, special
events, and miscellaneous. In the
new organization, there will only
be four committees: recreation,
publicity, entertainment, and
movies.
The March 20 meeting also
settled on a way of picking the
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merged group's officers, with a
special procedure for next year's
officer selection designed to ensure that people from both former
groups are in leadership spots.
And for next year the merged
group will have two advisors,
both Zane and this year's SCAC
advisor John Ferden.
The budget for the merged
group will equal the total of the
two groups' funds for this year, at
around $35,000.
The merger will help with what
some think is weak publicity by
the groups. "Students really
aren't aware that the videos that
we see on Friday or Saturday
nights, the movies over in Somsen Auditorium ... and the dances
that are held are set up by the
Union Program Council," Ericson
said.
A meeting will be held in midApril for final decisions on the
name of the group, whether the
merger will take effect in May as
originally planned, and other
minor details.
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Senate fund raiser doesn't
turn out as planned
By JOHN MUGFORD
Staff Reporter

Winona State Student Senate
President Mike Ericson's high expectations aside, Senate raised
only $32 for its short range contingency fund by sponsoring with
a group of three university students and a university business
fraternity a spring break trip to
Florida.
After seeing so many bus loads
of students leaving Winona
State's campus for Florida in
years past, Ericson felt that cosponsoring a spring trip would be
a good way for the Senate to
raise money.
Students Chris Coker, C. Michael Pearson and John Didier,
who work at Rascal's bar in
Winona, were responsible for
signing up most of the 47 students who went on the co-sponsored trip. Of those 47 students
only four students were brought
by the Senate. The business fraternity signed-up threc students.
Senate received eight ^dollars
for each student it signed-up. Ericson was the only member of the

Voting
Continued from page 1
and precinct voters are Winona
State students, Schmidt said.
There are 1,500 possible voters
at Winona State's campus.
The motion to relocate the polling place was first made to the
Winona City Council in February
of 1984. Presented by Schmidt,
the proposal was strongly
opposed by then-councilman

Senate to go on the trip, which
cost each person $199. The other
three who went through Senate
were friends of Ericson but not
members of Senate.
"Plenty of people said they
would like to go," Ericson said,
"but when it came down to it,
everyone bailed out. I guess
everyone was short on money."
It was tough for the Senate to
advertise for the trip, Ericson
said. "It came down to just trying
to spread the word."
Coker, Pearson and Didier received $10 profit from Great
American Travel, the travel
agency they chose, for each student that went on the trip. But as
the trip neared, Coker felt there
was going to be plenty of competition for student travelers this
year, so he, Pearson and Didier
decided to ask the Senate and
the business fraternity if they
would like to be co-sponsors. The
business fraternity also received
eight dollars per student.
"I wouldn't say we're disappointed with how many the Senate got to go," Coker said.

"That's a bit too strong; but we
were going to receive one free
trip for each 20 students we got
to go. And I was disappointed
that I didn't get to go (for free)."
The three who organized the
trip did so for personal profit, and
split the gross profits of $414 between them. They did have advertising expenses, but Coker
said they were reimbursed for the
trips they did not use.
"Our policy is to sponsor or
help any student organization,"
Ericson said. "Those three are
reputable guys, I know each of
them, and they're all students.
We see it as promoting recreational activites on campus, along
with promoting a kind of camaraderie among students."
Ericson said the fund raiser
was similar to the Senate's selling of chocolate Easter Bunnies,
which were distributed to groups
by A.S.O., to raise funds.
"We were just helping them
out," Ericson said.

Jerry Miller, who argued that
there was no reason to relocate
and that if the polling place was
changed, it would just cause confusion.
There was no commotion when
the proposal was made this year.
"I can't speak for the old council,"
said Councilman Chuck Tremain,
who made the motion to relocate
the polling place, "but this council is dedicated to representing all
the citizens of Winona."
Schmidt said the motion pass-

ed so easily this time because it
was a "common sense issue."
Winona State University President Thomas Stark also lent his
support to the cause.

Attention:
Headache Sufferers

If you suffer from simple tension headaches (one to three times
a week) and obtain relief from over the counter medications
such as Aspirin, Tylenol or Advil, you may be eligible to participate in a federally approved medical study. Participants will re=
ceive a medical assessment, two office visits with a medical professional, medication at no cost and a nominal honorarium.
If you feel you are eligible for participation, please call Winona
Clinic, Ltd. 454-3680, Theda Hester R.N. (ext. 258) for additional
information.

Restaurant & Fisherman's Lounge
Entertainment Nightly

Tues.-Sat.: 11:30-10; Sun.: 11:30-8; Closed Mondays
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See us for all the
things you always liked!
& some new things.

Watch for our
Grand Opening!

NOW OFFERING 30 MINUTE
DELIVERY SERVICE FROM 10:30 A.M.*

DELIVERY
ON THE
DOUBLE.

DON'T SETTLE

Delivery Charge
$1.00

At Little
Caesars'"when
you order one
delicious pizza, we
automatically bring you
two, for one low price.
And we bring them fast.
That's delivery on the double.
Only from Little Caesars.

FOR LESS THAN THE BEST!

RALEIGH® CAPRI

dll fivetd.

Affordable
Quality

•Limited Delivery Area
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WE ARE THE TUNE-UP EXPERTS!
FULL SERVICE ON ALL MAKES!

Buy any size Original Round pizza at
regular price,
get identical pizza

FREE!

452-8752
Price varies depending on size and number of top-

pings ordered. Valid with coupon at participating Little Caesars. Carry Out Only
Expires: 4/ 30/86

SAVE $10.10

TWO LARGE PIZZAS

"with everything"
10 toppings for only

REG. $20.09

$999 plus tax

Toppings Include pepperoni, ham. bacon, ground beet, Italian
sausage, mushrooms, green peppers, onions. Hot peppers and
anchovies upon request.
(NO SUBSTITUTIONS OR DELETIONS) Valid with coupon at
participating Little Caesars
Carry out only. One coupon per customer Expires: 4/ 30, 86.
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isn't enough:"
Men you make a pizza this good, one just
(e' 1985 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.
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TOM'S LOCK SERVICE

207 JOHNSON ST.

452-1284

PROTECT YOUR
BICYCLE WITH THE

HALF-INCH
HARDENED
SHACKLE

MASTER
Crimefighter
BIKE LOCK

$

19.95

ZACH'S ON
THE
- TRACKS
Mon. thru Sat.,

Same
special service and great
food as before.

By PATRICK McILHERAN
News Editor

The Winonan did well in a semi-annual newspaper contest sponsored by two college press
groups, winning 98 percent of all possible points
awarded.
The paper won 3,940 points out of 4,000 possible
in the American Collegiate Press and National
Scholastic Press Association contest. It won special
citations, or "Marks of Distinction," in all five areas
of judging: content, writing and editing, opinion, design, and photography and graphics.
Chief Editor Dale Kurschner said he wasn't sur-

Candidates—
Continued from page 1
"eliminated 5,000 students to
around 30," who are eligible to
run for president.
Minnesota State University Student Association chairman Jim
Schmidt told the senate to, "let
the policy have a chance. The

Tuesdays — Free Hotdogs

Enrollments
Continued from page 1

with purchase of any tap
beer.

bly becomes guesswork.
But he also he is confident that
Winona State's own projections
will hold basically true for at least
the next three years.
"Any projections made for longer than three years falls in the
category of wizardry," Martin
said. "But for three years, things
don't change very rapidly."
The strongest backing Martin
has for his projections is a slight
increase in graduation rates for
high schools in the two regions in

Wendnesdays — Potato Bar
Thursdays — Free Tacos
Fridays A Special Surprise!
Specials valid 5-9 p.m. only

454-6939

Front & Center

Winonan awarded in contest
prised by the award. "I hope the readers appreciate
it, because we worked hard for it," he said.
Judges faulted some of the paper's editing, noting typographical errors and some headlines that
were too short. But for the most part, they had
praise, calling the Winonan "an excellent journalistic product which is a valuable service to your
community." Especially cited were "superb photos"
and opinion pages that were "on top of issues."
The newspaper has consistently done well in the
contest during the last several years, with scores in
the mid-3,000 range. Last spring's score of 3,670
was a high point.

Student Senate owes it to students to see this through."
Schmidt authored the clause
last spring, when he was vice
president of the Senate. "The
single biggest problem with student government isn't money, its
the lack of continuity (from year
to year)," he said.
"Students should decide who

should lead, not the Senate,"
said student Les Tolzin. "Let the
people, in this case the students,
decide who they want as their
president."
Tolzin said the Senate was
aspiring to communism by not a!lowing students that have not
been on Senate for six months to
run for president.

which WSU draws most of its students from.
Winona State draws 65 percent
of its _students from, Region 10,
which encompasses most of
southeastern Minnesota, and Region 11, which is the Minneapolis-St.Paul area.
The Twin City area's high
school graduation rates will be
stable for the next three years,
but for two of the next three years
graduation rates for southeastern
Minnesota will increase slightly.
But even with the slight increases in graduation rates for
southeastern Minnesota in the

next three years, Martin said
Winona State does not _ have to
rely completely on increasing
high school graduation rates for it
to increase its enrollment over
the next three years.
He cited Winona State's strong
off-campus enrollment and the
fact that a new addition is being
built at the Rochester Center.
"There's no doubt that we are
banking on our off-campus enrollment to grow," Martin said.
"We've increased our off-campus
enrollment 10 to 15 percent over
the last three or four years, and

See predictions, page 6

SEIVICAC FAMILY PLANNING

SALE DATES: THUR., APRIL 6TH

A confidential, non judgmental clinic for family
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.

•FIFTH & ORRIN
HUFF & SARNIA
RENT A MOVIE OR VCR

•BROADWAY & S. BAKER
•BROADWAY & MANKATO
MOVIES 99 , VCR: $ 2 99

Same Rate 7 Days a Week

Available at All 4 Stores

BANQUET
HUFF &
SARNIA
ONL Y!

T.V. DINNERS

DELI
SPECIAL! „

• CHICKEN
• TURKEY
• MEATLOAF

0" FRESH

HEESE MOUNTAIN
IZZA

CHOICE OF 2 TOPPINGS

MIME= NMI

MI111111111111111111111M1

wiic TRIP COUPON
SAVE 50c-8-PACK

11011 111O1111•1111•1= 111111111• 1111011•11111111

Expires 4-6-86
DEP.
sow moilimlINIM MN Ell MI EN all

WM' TRIP COUPON
SAVE 46'

SAVE 90'
CHOCOLATE CHIP
COOKIE SNACKS
/2 LB. BAG

REG.
1.39

49

EXPIRES 4-6-86 LIMIT 2

452-4307

1ptc****************************,.
.1t. LOOKING FOR A CHALLENGE??
* INTERESTED IN A CAREER
* CHANGE??

*
* "NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING TECHNOLOGY"
*
*
"A CAREER FOR THE FUTURE"
*
*
* 1985 Placement Figures
98 0/01
* Average Starting Salary Over Past Three
*
* Years
$21,400 *
*
**Employers include, NASA Space Center, McDonnell ay.
*
* Douglas Aircraft, Boeing Aerospace, Electric Boat
4
* (Trident Submarine), Power Stations (Nuclear and
*
• Fossile Fuel), General Electric and more.
*
*
*
* Length of Program
22 months
*
* Program cost (Tuition & Books)
$2,900.00 iff
*
*
* Starting Dates are available on the first Monday of
* each Month, "Year Round" Immediate Openings.
*
*
*
* Financial Aid Available
*
**
*
For More Information Contact:
*

I:

*

TRIBBLES

1

64 1/2 W. 5th

A

y

*HUTCHINSON AREA VOCATIONAL **
**
TECHIHCAL INSTITUTE
*
*
*
*
*
*
* (612)) 5

200 CENTURY AVENUE
HUTCHINSON, MN 55350

*

*

NDT or call toll free in Minnesota
1-800-222-4424
*
*
******************************
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Editorial
Winonan
Editorial Board
Dale Kurschner
Chief Editor

Patrick Mcllheran
News Editor

Brian Poulter
Photo Editor

Lisa Larson
Feature Editor

Paul Marszalek
Columnist

Us and Libya
Editor's note: The Winonan's editorial board was split irreconcilably on the American involvement with Libya. Both sides presented
valid viewpoints, worthy of consideration. Those viewpoints are here
expressed, with two members of the board writing each.

Version A

Consider the following: A madman in a small but powerful country
is financing terrorists around the world. The United States, while
pressing a point of international law, stands up to him, defending its
vessels in international waters from attack by the ship-sinking missiles. Its point made, it sails away, with the implicit warning that unless things shape up, it will return.
And now we're hearing the naysayers, the pessimists who conclude that America's act3n in the Gulf of Sidra last week will only rally
Libya and the Arab world to dictator Khadafy. They say we should
let sleeping madmen ile, that we shouldn't provoke more incidents
of terror. We think they are mistaken.
The United States may have meant to press the right of ships to
sail on the open sea — which the Gulf of Sidra is — last week. But
we, like our colleagues on this board, believe that an even greater
reason for us being there was to answer Khadafy's conversation of
bullets that has been hijacking planes, shooting up airports, and
generally terrorizing the civilized world for the last umpteen years.
No, Libya's government isn't the source of all terrorism in the world.
But yes, it is a major supporter of those who think it's all right to
shoot 11-year-olds in the Rome airport. So, that government must
be stopped.
We believe that what the United States Navy did was a good
start. It won't stop Khadafy, but it won't garner him support among
the Arab nations.The actions of the United States have served to
discredit Khadafy in the Middle East. While Khadafy and his country
see a great leader capable of challenging a super-power, the rest of
the world sees him as the foolish incompetent he truly is. Perhaps
higher-ups in the Libyan government may begin to see him in the
same way.
We credit those governments with more intelligence than to follow
a nut. What it does do is to set a precedent, one that tells Khadafy
and the world that we will not appease terrorists, that we will not sit
peacefully by and let little problems grow to be big bloody ones.
That's just what Khadafy needs to be told.

Version B

The defeat of Libya and its antiquated military forces by the United
States has been proclaimed in some circles as a great victory for the
United States. It is argued that the U.S. action in the Gulf of Sidra
demonstrated our resolve to maintain and defend international law,
in particular, the right of free passage and overflight.
Many viewed this action as a great stand in defense of international law, a stance against terrorism, and a chance to pull the plug on
Moammar Khadafy. We, however, do not agree with these views.
A closer look will show that the American action achieved none of
these goals. While the resolve of the United States to defend international law is noble, against its past record this action seems hypocritical at best.
It was the United States that refused to appear before the International Court of Justice when it was accused of mining Nicaraguan
harbors last year. Other countries probably wonder if the United
States is so interested in international law, why does it only follow it
when it is convenient?
And in terms of stopping terrorism, the latest action by the United
States is by and large a total bust. Iran, the Palestine Liberation Organization, and the rest of the Who's Who of international terrorists
have all pledged their support for Libya in the latest conflict.
. When the United States destroyed four antiquated Libyan patrol
boats, it simply created martyrs in the war against Americans, and
gave impetus to further terrorist acts by "human bombs," as Khadafy calls them. The result of this action by the "Ugly Americans" will
be an increase in the likelihood of further acts of violence. Ironically,
that is why we took this action: to thwart terrorism.
Finally, there is Col. Khadafy himself. Before the United States
crossed his "Line of Death," Khadafy had some problems on his
hands. His economy was in shambles, there had been several attempts on his life, and the loyalty of his military was suspect.
Col. Khadafy now has the crisis to rally his people around. Not
only did we bolster his image as the defender of his people from the
American hordes, but we helped bolster his image as the man who
will stand up to the U.S. for the Third World, an image that will help
him with his Middle East neighbors.
What we did gain in the Gulf of Sidra was a sense of revenge. We
finally got back at Kaddafy. Unfortuntely, that is not the best motivator for a good foreign policy. That supposedly is what we were trying
to teach Khadafy, isn't it ?

Letters
Let's look at AFDC
To the Editor:
I just read the March 12 editorial
on the proposed AFDC cut. I
must say, I expected a more enlightened view from a college
person, but I suppose that ignorance and prejudice is harder to
quelch than that. However, I
would like to make a few points
which the editor (like so many
others) has not considered.
For example, when we talk of
the budget for welfare programs,
do we realize where most of that
money goes? Not to recipients. It
goes to the machinery of the
system. Are we expecting the
administrators to take a 30 percent cut in their income also?
No, because state and county
employees have too much power
to allow that. Women and children on welfare have no such
voice.
When we talk about the rip-off s
that occur, and the taxpayers'
money being wasted, why do we
not yell just as loudly about the
tax loopholes which allow those
who make hundreds of thousands of dollars to pay little or
no taxes? Once again, because
the wealthy have power. Women
and children on welfare have no
power.
When we talk about free rides,
why do we not mention the high
school students attending college for nothing? And why do we
not look at athletic departments,
whose scholarship students can

Winonan
Chief Editor
News Editor
Feature Edtior
Arts Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Asst. News Editor
Asst. Feature Editor
Asst. Sports Editor
Asst. Photo Editor
Chief News Reporter
Chief Feature Reporter
Columnists:

Dale Kurschner
Patrick Mcllheran
Lisa Larson
Sue LeTourneau
Tom Tusa
Brian Poulter
Steve Eiswirth
Sheri Jacobson
Wayne Bower
Dan Reiland
Bill Pond
Amy Donohue
Paul Marszalek

take minimally difficult classes,
and whose graduation rate is so
abysmal? Because the high
schoolers are admired for their
"ambition" and jocks for their
physical abilities. No matter how
frugal or resourceful, women
and children on welfare aren't
admired.
When we talk of the truly needy
(as Reagan so cleverly put it),
why do we not complain about
refugees who drive brand new
cars, and receive aid in nearly
every facet of their lives? Because society feels guilty for
what "we did." But no one feels
guilty for putting women and
children on welfare.
You don't want AFDC parents
going to college? I suppose
that's another neat convenient
and under-the-table way of keeping women in their economic
place. It's so easy to ignore the
overall economic benefits society receives when, after four
years, these women go off welfare, become economically productive and start paying more in
taxes over their working life than
they ever received in welfare.
Why not have the legislature
make AFDC a loan so a woman
could go to school from 1 to 4
years, and then start paying it
back? No, that would not only be
more practical economically, but
also give more women a chance
at a piece of the pie.
I'm saying let's get our priorities
straight. Instead of cutting back
on AFDC, let's get tough with

the ones wno

are really hurting
the taxpayers. And let's start
with the fathers who use every
trick in the book to get out of
paying child support (oh yeah,
where are they considered in the
welfare picture?). And, Mr./Ms.
Editor, before you blast off with
more narrow-minded rhetoric,
just remember one thing—there
but for the grace of God. .
Sincerely,
Star E. Ostgard

Paper off on AFDC
To the Editor:
I am an outsider and only a casual reader of your journal. I am
compelled, however, to express
my distaste for your offensive
March 12 editorial cartoon and
its accompanying remarks.
No society has much conscience
which denies its resources to
victimized women and children
while at the same time pouring
billions into the military-industrial
complex which only serves to
fatten a handful of Americans
while victimizing more of the
downtrodden abroad. It is not
the needy who should be badgered and shamed, but the rest
of us overindulged WASPS who
enable this shameful system to
exist at their expense.
Leave AFDC alone and try
skimming a few percent from the
CIA, MX or Star Wars budgets!
C. Patrick Labadie
Duluth, Minn.

The Winonan is written, edited, managed, financed and composed by and for the students of Winona
State University without production supervision or financial support from the Mass Communications Department.
The Winonan self generates 70 percent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining 30 percent is provided by student activity fees.
The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of the facts from letters written and sent to it for
publication.
Deadline for all copy is noon Friday.
Subscriptions are available from the business manager at a rate of $10 annually or $4 quarterly. Ad.
dress all correspondence to: Winonan Editor, 113 Phelps- Hall, Winona State University, Winona, MN
55987. Phone (507) 457-5119.
The Winonan is a member of, and rated by the Associated Collegiate Press with the honor rating of All
American. The Winonan is also recognized yearly as an award winning student newspaper by the Minnesota Newspaper Association.
The Winonan is not published during June, July, August, exam periods or breaks.
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Opini n
Off the record
By Paul Marszalek

Devil-Women!
Off the Record this week contains material some may view as sexist. It is not intended to be and, although it is written from a male perspective, I believe that the column
has exactly the same effect if the female readership substitutes the opposite gender pronouns.

I was down at the lake this past weekend enjoying the weather and
throwing a frisbee around with Chief Photog-god Brian Poulter. We
debated the Libyan situation at great lengths, until the conversation
turned to more obvious subjects, namely, women. It wasn't the typical conversation males have about women, this conversation contained details of the most sacred information two friends can share.
The conversation was about Devil-women.
As we talked about our Devil-women, we found ourselves trying to
define exactly what a Devil-woman is. In general, we decided that
she is a classic representation of unrequitted love. But there are a
lot of little rules that apply if she is to be classified as a true Devilwoman.
Rarely is a man an aquaintance of his Devil-woman. In fact, he
rarely even meets her. It's love from afar, and typically, she doesn't
even know he exists. That's half the beauty of it. He dreams about
the two of them beach-combing in Aruba, and she doesn't know (or
care) if he lives down the street, or one thousand miles away. The
more unrealistic he is, the better.
Often, a man doesn't want to meet his Devil-woman. He doesn't
have to. He already knows everything about her — where she lives,
where she's from, where she works, what kind of car she drives,
what her major is, and the names of the last three men she's dated.
Actually, the real reasons he doesn't want to meet her are:
•First, she would undoubtedly be a let-down from his expectations.
•Second, he would rather never know her than be rejected by
her.
•Third, and worst of all, she might want to be "just friends."
That's the biggest clue. If a man is afraid of meeting a certain
woman, she's probably a Devil-woman.
A man will do stupid things in hopes of getting noticed by his
Devil-woman. That's because she has control over him, almost like
a spell. A man often finds himself thinking, "I wonder what my
Devil-woman would think of this?" I once drove 300 miles and wasted $42 in gasoline in a failed attempt to meet my Devil-woman.
That was pretty stupid. I'm sure she would think the same.
Now that we have an idea of what a Devil-woman/man is, we
come to the audience participation part of the column. We hopeless
romantics can't continue to keep our feelings cooped up inside. And
since the Hallmark card people and the florists haven't come up
with Devil-person Day, I declare the week of April 6 as International
Devil-person Week.
If you're unlucky enough to have a Devil-person, send her/him
something next week. Send it anonymously if you like. A rose with a
card saying, "Thou Art My Devil-woman," might be nice. Or perhaps a musical man might serenade the lady while wearing a bag
over his head. Be creative. Be stupid.

Change on by-law needed now
(Editor's note: The following is an editorial. It
calls for action to be taken as soon as possible
on the situation it pertains to, and is located on
this page because of a lack of space on page
four.)

Our Student Senate is no longer going to be our
student's Senate after this spring's Senate presidential election.
Last year, a proposal was forced through Senate
(by then Vice President Jim Schmidt) stating only
students on Senate for six months could be candidates for president. It became a referendum item
— a question on Senate election ballots asking
students whether they agree with the new by-law.
But last year's Senate made no real effort to inform
students of its proposed by-law.
This year, that leaves 5,000 students with a choice of 30 Senators to choose from for next year's
president.
The by-law maintains a clique which, in all reality, has only carried over things from last year's
Senate to call this year's accomplishments (except
for the Mr. WSU contest).
Student concerns have not been fully addressed
by our Senate this year. Problems with dorm
phones only changed when University President
Thomas Stark stepped in, after an emergency situation in a dorm room was met with busy phone

lines. The Senate book exchange is meant to be a
profit maker more than it is to be a service to students, Senate has indicated. And even after it was
found that the book exchange money was inappropriately held off-campus, Senate had to be
told to bring it back on-campus before it did. And,
what about action on day-care, the drinking age,
and cuts in AFDC?
What has any Senator done this year to deserve
being elected president, other than sitting on
Winona State's biggest clique whilewatching executive officers play politics instead of seriously —
sternly, if need be — acting on student concerns
and issues?
New plants in the office, another phone line for
Senate's office, carry-overs from last year's Senate
and a lack of firm action on this year's student concerns leaves our great number of 30 smiling candidates a group with very few credentials.
The Winonan calls for a referendum vote before
the election to see if informed students want such a
policy to restrict their choice of president.
And if Senate plays as deaf to student concerns
this time as it has all year, perhaps a new student
government should be formed. After all, what good
is students' Senate if it doesn't listen to students,
and doesn't want studentsl,o choose who is to lead
it?

Letters
Revoke Senate's
Prez. requirement
To the Editor:
On this Spring's ballot will be a
referendum item dealing with the
requirement of six months' Senate experience prior to running
for Student Senate President. I
feel that this requirement should
be revoked.
I am well aware of the arguments for both sides of the
issue. Yet I stand strong in my
belief that any student should
have the right to run for Student
Senate President. I would like to
remind you that it is the student
Senate!
As students at Winona State, we
have a responsibility to elect the
person we feel is most qualified
to do the job. It should be our
choice to what the qualifications
are and they should not be a requirement. I believe that every

college student is qualified and
responsible enough to vote for
the person they believe to be the
best choice. I'm not saying that
experience isn't important or
necessary, what I am saying is
that there are other ways to get
experience other than the Senate, and it should be left up to
the voters to choose how much
and what kind is important.
I would like to address the Brad
Arnt administration (which many
people use as an argument in
favor of the required experience)
by saying that a president is only
as good as the people serving
under him. If Brad Arnt was so
ineffective then I would argue
that the entire Senate was ineffective. If the president doesn't
perform his/her duties, it is up to
the Senate to tell him/her what
they want and expect out of
him/her and to make sure he/she
carries it out.
If we keep the requirement the

way it presently is, we will have
eliminated over 5,000 possible
candidates down to 50 or so.
There are only so many seats on
the senate and not everyone can
be elected.
In closing I would like to say that
there is only one thing to do with
bad legislation and that is to
change it. A requirement on the
amount of experience needed in
order to run for Student Senate
president is bad legislation and
needs to be changed.
Craig C. Stoxen

WRITE US!
If you're concerned about something students should hear about,
write us a letter and we'll print it. Any
letter more than 300 words in length
is subject to editing to insure there is
enough room for all letters. We print
them in the order we get them.

Relationships are too funny to figure out
At one time, Ned, a friend of mine,
thought he was in love with this girl
named Gertrude. She sat across from him
in his Crafts class. He wanted to ask her
out but he was almost certain that she
was in love with this guy that sat on her
right named Harry.
Now Harry was Gertrude's brother, and
he was supposed to introduce her to his
friend, Dick. The only problem was that
Dick's girlfriend, Gretta, recently broke up
with him because she had suddenly fallen
in love with this kid in her Crafts class
named Ned.
Have you or any of your friends gone
through or heard of a similar situation? It
wouldn't be surprising if you have. If you
stand back and take a look at some of the
"Winona State soap opera romances,"
you may come to the conclusion that
everyone is in love with someone, but no
one knows quite what's going on, a situation that is an absolute scream!
Take a look at this, for example. He was
looking to marry. She was looking for any
and everything else. Their eyes met in a

entirely too possessive of him. It finally
ended up that she put him and another

girl in the hospital over a jealous quarrel.
He suddenly decided that although love

was worth a certain amount of pain, a
broken leg and arm was just a little bit too

crowded, smokey bar. The attraction was
almost magnetic. True love (lust?) had
been born and a relationship was beginning.
At first it was a beautiful romance. He
did her sewing and ironing. He typed and
wrote all her papers. He even went to
class and took notes for her when she
overslept. He made her bed, cleaned her
room, did her laundry and even folded her
underwear. There was absolutely no
question about it. It was true love.
But as time went on, she realized that
all he wanted was a ring and he began to
fall in love with a pretty young maid who

worked at the Holiday Inn across the
street.
Here's another typical example. He saw
her in the swimming pool. She was beautiful, blonde, built, and could bench 250
free weights for 20 reps. All at once he
was certain that if he could fall in love with
this bronze beauty he would never need
to physically defend himself for as long as
he was alive.
They met, and seconds later, fell in
love. She loved him for loving her build
and his only regret was that she wasn't on
the football team and he couldn't wear her
jacket. But as the story goes, she became

much.
And then there's poor little Bertha who
saw the man of her dreams two years ago
at Maxwell Library. She instantly fell in
love at first sight. Since then she has devoted her entire life to tracking down her
"soon to be," lover and starting a new life
with him. After finding him and setting up

a date she discovered that he was 32years-old, married and had three kids.
She now claims that she is able to fall out
of love even faster than she fell in love.
Well, whatever the case may be, look at
it this way — the faster you discover what
love isn't, the closer you will probably
come to discovering what love is. . . or
something like that. I suppose it's when
you think you are in love that you really
are not and when you're sure it can't be
love, that it most likely is.
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Campus shorts-
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Jefferson of the biology department, will
be offered on Tuesdays and Thursdays
at from noon to 2 p.m. between April 15
and May 22 in Pasteur Hall 206. For two
credits, the course is open to the general public. Registration is available
through the Winona State Regional
Campus office.
Comedy and politics meet
Social satirist and political humorist Dick
Flavin will be appearing at the St.
Mary's College Field House April 8 at 8
p.m. The show is the third in the Tr-College Concert and Lecture series. Tickets
can be purchased at the CST Bookstore, the SMC Information Desk and,
the WSU Student Affairs Office. The
price is $4 for general admission and $2
for students. The show is free to season
ticket holders.

0

Riding lessons offered
Horseback riding lessons are being offered Saturdays at Big Valley Ranch
Riding Academy, East Burns Valley
Road. More information is available
from Gayle Goetzman, 454-3305.
Lobbying lessons offered
A course in how to convince legislators
to do what one wants will be offered
onApril 18, from 1-5 p.m. and on April
19, from 8: 30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in
Minne Hall room 107. Taught by professional lobbyist Gene Mammenga, the
course will discuss how, who, and when
to lobby, what makes a lobbyist a professional, and will include a look at the
way legislatures work. Registration is
available through Winona State's Regional Campus office.
Course in area plants planned
A course in local plants, taught by Carol

Predictions

Continued from page 3
that doesn't include the new
Rochester facility."
"Sure we count on our on-campus academic year enrollment,
especially since it accounts for 92
percent of our student population, but that should remain stable or increase slightly."
The Higher Education Board's
projections say the trend of de-

Want6d:

we're looking for
students whose interests
aren't narrow. Who want
to write, edit, draw, and
photograph next year's
Winonan.
APPLICATIONS available in 113 Phelps
Hall. All applications should be turned in by
April 18, 1986 to the same office.

Real
News.
Winonan.

creasing enrollments for State
University System schools will
continue until 1995, when enrollments will start to make a recovery. In the year 2005, according to the HECB, there will be
just 0.4 percent fewer students in
state universities than there were
in 1985.
While Winona State's own enrollment projections may go
against the predicted trend for
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the State University System
made by the Higher Education
Coordinating Board, Bob Krause,
Director of Student Affairs of the
State University Board, cautions
that users of the HECB's projections should know that the projections cannot always be accurate.
"Characteristically their projections are good for a couple of
years," Krause said. "But I
remember what they said in 1975
about what enrollments will be
like in 1985. It turns out they
were 8,000 off."
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Club calendar

Today: 4 p.m., Student Senate meeting, Purple Rooms.
4 p.m., Art Club meeting, Watkins Hall.
6:30 p.m., LCC Peer Led Discussion.
7 p.m., Chess Club meeting, Smaug.
9 p.m., Newman Center Bible Study.
9:19 p.m., LCC Informal Worship.
Thursday: 1 p.m., Union of Non-Trads meeting, Lounge 7.
12:05 p.m., LCC Bible Study, CCM office.
7 p.m., BSU Large Group meeting.
Monday: 4:45 p.m., Newman Center Faith & Fellowship.
5 p.m., ASO meeting with elections, Purple Rooms.
Tuesday: 6:30 p.m., FCA meeting, Cinema Room.
If your club or organization wishes to have anything put in the
Club Calendar, contact the ASO Office located at 118 Kryzsko Commons at least one week in advance.

GRADUATES
CALL
1-800-457-4065
FOR $400 AND
PRE-APPROVED
CREDIT ON A
NEW FORD

For Pre-approved
Credit from Ford
Credit

1-800HOT GEAR.

You're ah
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■ You must receive at
least a bachelor's degree
or a state RN license
between October 1, 1985
and September 30, 1986.
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It's Easy To Qualify
For $400 from Ford
Motor Company

Our 1986 color catalog features many of the most innovative new products in bicycling.
Together with dozens of tips to
increase your riding enjoyment.
To get your free
catalog, call tollfree anytime

prii Foo

Hey 1.1 00+ x I There's a_
spider on your head, I

■ You must have verifiable employment that
begins within 120 days
of your qualifying vehicle purchase at a salary
sufficient to cover ordinary living expenses and
your vehicle payment.
■ Your credit record, if
you have one, must indicate payment made as
agreed.

■ And don't forget... you You are eligible for $400

must receive at least a
bachelor's degree or a
state RN license between
October 1, 1985 and September 30, 1986.

These Vehicles Are
Included In The Plan
Ford: Escort, Escort EXP,
Tempo, Mustang,
Thunderbird
Mercury: Lynx, Topaz,
Capri, Cougar
Ford Truck: Aerostar,
Bronco II, Ranger,
F-150 & F-250
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even if you don't finance
your purchase. Use it
toward your down payment or get a check from
Ford after the purchase
or lease.
The amount of your preapproved credit is determined by the qualified
vehicle you buy.
If a vehicle is not in
dealer stock, it must
be ordered by June 1,
1986. Delivery of all
vehicles must be taken
by August 31, 1986.
For complete details on
how to get your $400
plus pre-approved credit,
call the toll-free number
today.

1-800457-4065
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Winonon
Winonon University, Somewhere, Minn.
(Where's Minnesota?)

April 1, 1986
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Sugarloaf missing, police stumped
By SLAM EASTWOOD
News Editor

Winona police are investigating the disappearance of the beloved
landmark known as Sugarloaf. Investigators said they have no hard
evidence as to the disappearance of the rock.
"We have no hard evidence as to the disappearance of the rock,"
said one investigator.
The story, which was leaked to the press Monday, alleges pranksters removed Sugarloaf from its hilltop location sometime around
March 27. Although the theft coincides with the Winona State baseball
team's southern road trip, no connection is seen.
"The Warrior coach runs a pretty tight ship. I don't think he'd go for
that kind of monkey business," said another official.
Police are also discounting rumors that, "four youngsters in a Camaro" took the landmark.
"Trust me, Camaros just don't have that kind of trunk space," said
a third investigator.
Perhaps the most puzzling aspect of the case is its apparent coincidence with the illegal dismantling of the Lake Park band shell. Police
say there is absolutely no connection. A fourth investigator said,
"When you've been in the business as long as I have, you just know
these things. It's kind of like when you just know a girl is checking you
out in a bar."
Although police say removal of the Loaf represents a highly organized effort, they would neither confirm nor deny reports that the feared
Minnesota Landmark Liberation Front (not to be confused with the
AFL-CIO) was responsible. One official was quoted in a photograph
cutline as saying that a Libyan connection has not been ruled out.
Police are concentrating their search by land and air to the immediate area, believing the work to be done by "local yokels."
The Chamber of Commerce is offering rewards in the form of gift
certificates from Bucky's for any information leading to the return of
the Loaf.
"It could really affect us during tourist season," said one commissioner. "After all, it's our town's main attraction."

Winonan photo by Sid Williams
Winona police are still clueless as to what
happended to the Sugar Loaf and the back of
the bandshell at Lake Park in Winona. Police
are looking into two leads, one concerns
youths in a Camaro, and the other has to do

with the sighting of a Lybian high speed patrol
boat on Lake Winona the day of the disappearance. Officials are also investigating the
posjbility of a second gunman.

Senate to hold Nude woman in Prentiss
toga-kegger
Lust Editor

Olsoan said six different discriptions had been sketched by

A blond-haired, blue-eyed nude
woman was reportedly seen
doing hand stands arid- gymnastics routines on third floor
Prentiss last Thursday.
"We always seem to get these
kind of nuts round a break," said
Housing Planner Jim Olsoan.
"We're taking this one more serious. It's the eighth woman in that
dorm this month to be seen doing
that sort of thing, and we don't
want anything to get out of hand
up there."

police artists. He said because of
their content, the sketches could
not be shown publicly, "in case
the girls don't know what they're
doing when they're doing it."
"She had blond hair, blue
eyes, and was a very good looker," said Herald Wobb, eyewitness to the latest nude woman.
He said he couldn't tell if she
would be as good looking with
clothes on.
Others on third floor devised a
warning system between rooms.

By DAGWOOD BUMSTEAD

By CICERO
Censor Deputatus

Student Senate Treasurer Buck
Traff has decided the Senate's
book exchange money should go
towards a toga — kegger.
"It's our money, we earned it.
We can do whatever we want
with our money," said Traff. "I'm
tired of just throwing a couple of
small keggers at my place with
the money. It's time to think big.
After all, I'm a senior."
Traff and other Senators felt a
toga was something they all deserved. Senate Vice President
Stan Smiley said, "It's none of
anyone's business what we do
with the money we make off of
students. We work hard and deserve to party — whether it's with
student activity fees or not!"
University Business Director
Howard Humble said he felt the
move by Senate to hold a toga
was not wrong, but, "perhaps inappropriate." Humble said, however, a three month investigation
would have to be held before he
could be sure of his opinion.
Senate President Karmin Ascis
felt students don't really care if
Senate profits off them, uses
their student activity fees and
parties on it. "If they do, I have

told Senate it has decided not to
listen to them. After all, it almost
worked with the phone problems,
on-campus daycare and our presidential candidate requirement."
The toga will be held at Holzinger Lodge May 17, 8 p.m. Tickets
are $35 for non-Senate friends,
$5 to Senate friends and free to
Senators who have had six
months Senate experience.

Winona State for sale
By JOHNNY 0.
Ethics Editor

Students, and the university,
are going to have to start paying
for a mistake made in fiscal planning more than 125 years ago.
A debt of more than $7 billion
has accumulated since around
1855, when future university officials exchanged beads with Indians for the land on which Winona
State was built.
A university spokesman said
the university was very suprised
to learn about the debt.
"We were very surprised to
learn about the debt," a university spokesman said.
"They used the wrong ex-

Gunplay leaves
15 students dead

—Page 91

change rate for beads," said a
university official. "They purchased a foot of land at five beads instead of the required eight beads
per foot."
The result, that official said,
was a debt of 14,400 beads,
which were worth $1.72 per
bead. That, officials also said, totaled a debt of $24,768 for the
land Winona State purchased.
Since then, interest rates have
upped the debt to the approximate $7 billion figure.
Sid Williams, director of crisis
control at Winona State, said the
university had several options in
dealing with the debt.
First would be to increase stu-

Not Real.
APRIL FOOLS SUPPLEMENT
All copy on pages A-D is fiction.

dent activity fees to around
$4,168 a credit, Williams said.
"We'd have to go through the
Student Senate, and they never
give us anything we want, which
makes this option hopeless."
Williams felt that selling parts
of the campus might help the university over this "little problem."
Winona Senior High School has
expressed interest, he said.
Another possibility, sources
said, is the sale of Winona State
to Illinois State. Winona State
would thus become a 2+2 campus for Minnesota students wishing to attend Illinois State.

"We pound three times on the
wall if there's one (nude girl) out
there. That way, we can all get a
look at her," said one of third
floor's residents.
Olsoan said cameras will be installed in Prentiss dorm by next
Friday to try to identify the
women. He said the biggest problem of operating the cameras will
be picking which out of the 558
volunteering students will watch
the screen for, "any activity out
of the ordinary, or, in this case, in
the ordinary."

Really shod campus shorts
Go ahead. Make my day.
So, you can still read these, eh? Well, try to read THIS!
Told you we could shrink Campus Shorts even more. And it
you complain, you just might never see the little column
again. Then you'd be sorry, wouldn't you?
Applications taken
Applications are now being accepted for the Faculty-Student Cooperative Integrated Networking and Special Concems Coalition Undergraduate Assisting Secondary Research Inductive Project. FSCINSCCUASRIP scholars will
work in these areas on related topics during future time frames. Essays will be required with applications, and essays
will be required with applications. Also, essays will be required with applications to this program, which has a deadline of Tuesday. Applications, with which an essay is required, must be turned into Ms. Johnson in Somsen 411.
Norwegian trip offered
They're out to get me, you know. It's really all very simple.
They do it through so-called "satellite dishes" and "doppler
radar." I know it involves empathetic brain waves, but the
only thing is, I can't prove it strongly enough for those fools
in power. That's all right, they're probably in league with
them anyway. But I'll show them. I can strike back, and it
won't involve the loss of too many lives. Besides, who
would miss Richards Hall, anyway?
Read this onel
The Student Senate is looking for those interested in being
next year's Senators. Applicants must carry eight credits,
have a GPA of 2, must be WASPs without physical handicaps or deformities, must be male or have measurements
of at least 36-24-34, able to keep quiet, must have the political instincts of a lemming, must carry a brief case (can be
empty, it's just for effect), and must be quite cliquelsh.
Those interested may present credentials to applications
committee, Student Senate office.

Relationships:
are they worth it?
—Page 63b
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Ediotrial Horde
Slam Eastwood
News Ediot

Alfred E. Neuman
Photo Edito

J. Overbee
Chief Ediot

Olga Smith
Feeture Ediot

Johnny Good
Columnut

Hey, you asked!
People may criticize us from time to time for seemingly cutting
down everything. But, there are some things we do support, such
as:
President Thomas Stark, his administration, the Inter-Faculty Organization, Student Senate, Winona State 4-H Clubs, nice weather,
Moammar Khadafy, university janitors, civil liberties unions, girls
from College of Saint Teresa (and Sheehan Hall), nude men (and
women if they're ever around), the Chicago Cubs, the ice cream
trough in the cafeteria (and the animals around it), Darth Vader, cafeteria food, the Palest/fie Liberation Organization, having Winona
State as a nuclear-fre zone, the Irish Republican Army, Margaret
Thatcher, Walter Mondale, Pepsi, higher student activity fees, fewer
dorm phone lines, higher tuition, less places to park on and around
campus, not having teachers around on Friday afternoons, Daniel
Ortega, Minneapolis night life, LaCrosse commerce, Senate toga
parties at Holzinger Lodge (or houseparties), Senate's private offcampus slush fund/on-campus slush fund, Winona Campus Life, cigarette smokers, space shuttle jokes, the Scrabble (A registered
trademark of Selchow & Righter Co.) team, Sheehan Beach rules
and regulations, the closing of Prentiss-Lucas Beach, the 21-year
old drinking age, Roger Overby, Wisconsin Premium (beer), Grenadine, pickled turkey hearts, ginger flavored brandy, Winona State's
color (purple?), the purple penguin, paying more to go to school
than students from other states, Ronnie Reagan, Gov. Rudy Perpich, Dean Richard Coughlin, Charles Manson, Wrigley Field, the
Vikings, the Brady Bunch, Beaver Cleaver, Eddie Haskel, Warsaw
Pact countries, nuclear war, AFDC, Vice President Charles Sorensen, (why not Sorenson?), old university cars, closed faculty meetings, Kool-Aid and Band-Aids (registered trademarks of companies
whom we can't quite think of at the moment), bad grades, headaches, deadlines, working inside while it's nice out, jumper cables,
bad milk, good milk, chocolate milk, strawberry milk, being milked
for tuition, cows (stupid, or just content to be what they are?), ExLax, Alka-Seltzers, Pepto-Bismol, Tang (more of those sneaky registered trademarks), Florence Henderson, O.J. Simpson, Pat Sayjack,
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, and prior censorship.
Anything else?

A modest proposal
Well, the powers-that-be at this school have finally done it.
They've come up with some really odious ideas in the past, but the
trash that came out of the collective mental cesspool of the real
leaders of Winona State this week beats them all. It's a complete
disgrace.
Lest students jump on the wrong backs, let's get one thing perfectly clear. We're not criticizing Student Senate, the IFO, the administration,or any of the ostensible "leaders" at Winona State. Oh,
no, friends, not at all. Only those who really hold the reins of power
here could have the unmigitated audacity to even dream of proposing such a vile scheme as was suggested this last week. And we
think we don't have to mention any names — these social vipers
know just who they are! Let them answer to the people of the
Winona State community, and to their own consciences.
But that should prove no safeguard at all, for those consciences
let slip by what is in essence the greatest package of agression yet
attempted onto the sensibilities of anyone with a milligram of intelligence. To think that the students, faculty, and most of all the support staff of this school would sit idly by as the very veneer of human
dignity is stripped callously away, shows either folly beyond belief or
Stygian depravity beyond hope. Such suggestions as this come only
from those hiding the morals of a demon under the guise of human
visage.
There is, however, hope, dim though it be. A noble alliance of students, administrators, teachers, and others, an alliance we all know
well, has quietly, doggedly, unflaggingly worked to provide an alternative to the monstrosity proposed by our hidden overlords. And we
believe it is the duty of every thinking, rational being on this campus
to band together behind that alternative. It is only through unity like
this, unity around the banner of truth, the torch of reason, the light
of humanity, that we ourselves can be saved from the abyssal night
some would bring down upon us. Our path is clear.

Omniscience: tough but needed
Sometimes, we here at the Winonon get accused of acting as if we knew everything. People ask
us why the opinions of others seem to have little
effect on the official views of this paper. That's a
very simple question to answer.

Analysis

BY

Olga Smith

We're journalists. We
know everything.
We don't need a consensus. We're right, and
you're wrong.

Simple, eh?

Letters
Student raving mad

To the Editors:

I have a few words to say about
last week's editorials. Kurschner,
you're an idiot. Mcllheran, you
too! You guys should really get a
life.
I mean, how can anyone with
an intellect advanced beyond that
of a eggplant come up with the
tripe you two do? And the rest of
you sheep on the editorial board!
You actually let these two numbskulled mental defects get away
with this stuff!! Newspapers'editorials are for opinions, sure, but
some opinions are more valid
than others, and your validity
index is hitting about —8!!! I
sneezed yesterday, and met
some viruses with more intelligence than your entire combined
staff!!!! You're so racist and sexist, it just — 000h, it makes me
madtlllt Someone ought to slap
and kick YOU around, you subhuman worm droppings!!! But
then you both probably won't
read this, cuz you're both so S!
T! U! P! I! DIIIII
Mad student,
Carrie Meaway

Even madder
To the Editors :

I beg to differ with your editorial last week criticising proposed
changes in the structure of proposals brought to the advanced

Winonon
Chief Editor
News Editor
Feature Edtior
Arts Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Asst. News Editor
Asst. Feature Editor
Asst. Sports Editor
Asst. Photo Editor
Chief News Reporter

Roger Overbee
Steve Overbee
Olga Smith
Fran Turnicut
Bart Dud
Daniel Ortega
Julie Lennon
R. Churry
Jill Bent
Will Ment
Jonny B. Good

committee stage by various constituent client modalities. Although you seem to make some
sense when it comes to comparing changes in preliminary gatekeeping processes to the organizational dynamics of van Heuvenwailer, I am of the opinion that a
superior comparison could be
found in parallels to the suggestions made at the annual conference on inter-ordinal differentials
held during the time-frame of last
summer. Conjunctions with reality therapy and electromechanophysiological characteristics
could prove a fruitful avenue of
exploration.
Thank you, and please extend
my subscription, as I wish not to
miss even one of your fine issues
of Zonal Conflict Resolution Journal.

Napoleon XVII

Like Montanans
To the Editors:

I've been reading your paper,
and you guys really get some loonies writing in. The ones that
really bug me are the people who
are like always arguing which is
the worst state, Minnesota,
Wisconsin, or Illinois. I mean, like
they're completely off the wall!
When you want to talk bad, talk
about the Montana students.
I live on a dorm floor that's almost all Montanans. Some of

them are pretty all right guys. I
mean, you can go out for a beer
with them, and like talk about
how the Twins will do, or stuff like
that. But like most of the guys on
the floor are really bad. I suppose
they wouldn't be so obnoxious if
like there were only one or two,
but I swear, half of this school
comes from Montana! All you
hear about is like how the Great
Falls Sluggers are going to
whomp the Twins, and like how
back in Butte things aren't as
boring as like in Winona. I mean,
like, get a clue!
And these guys are rowdy, with
a capital R! Sure, I'm only from
Rochester, not some big city like
Missoula. But like that doesn't
give them the right to trash the
campus, and call us snowballs or
cheddarheads or FIBs! I think its
time to put some of these Montana people in their place — like
back in Cut Bank, where they belong!
Love me or leave it

Go ahead.
Insult us.
Want to insult the heck
out of someone? Maybe
the editor of this paper?
Write us a letter about it.
We'll print it 'cause
we're used to it.

The Winonon is written, edited, managed, financed and composed by and for Winono University with
total prior censorship and rewrite by its publisher, Roger Overbee.
The Mass Communicato Department is responsible for making sure no negative news is printed.
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Feeture
Campus to change

WSU women
to increase
By WORDY GERDY
Staff Gossip

Admissions projections show
Winona State's mate to female
ratio will rise next year to 90 percent women and 10 percent men,
compared to this year's 60 percent women and 40 percent men.
Some predict unusual habits to
accompany this change. For example, more females may indulge in scoping, as never seen before, according to Zeiss Optik,
anthropology professor and an
expert in the field. Unlike in the
past, when scoping took place in
the library and the cafeteria,
females may begin using tactics
on a larger scale, such as miniature cameras in the men's bathrooms and dormrooms, said
Optik.
New classes will be in demand,
school planners believe. A new
offering from the multiple research science department, MRS
400, has now been approved and
is offered to anyone interested. It
will by graduation prepare female
students for marriage, according
to Betty Crocker, department
chair. And it will teach anything
from cooking basics — how to
have french toast ready for your
man in the morning — to keeping
him happy — how to throw and
catch a football with him when he
comes home from work at the
end of the day. The class is limited to 30 students per quarter,
and females must have engagement rings on their fingers to get
into the class.
Men will have to adapt to these
changes. Some campus experts,
who refused to be identified, say
men will have to be on the lookout for females hiding in closets,

under beds or in drawers.
Campus psychotherapist, Zigmund Greud, said he would
begin a new therapy group for
men, helping them cope with decision-making, in deciding what
women to go out with, how to
keep more women than the next
guy, ego-reality therapy, and persuasion methods on "How to Get
Her to Pay for Dates." This will
give students a structural approach on how to pick up women
in any situation, he said, or how
to get them off your back.
One student will be thankful for
this new therapy. "I just can't
handle all of these women any
more!" said junior broadcasting
major, Paul Marszalek.
The nursing department is expected to increase dramatically,
from an already female-dominated number of majors. And
Winona State's gridiron program
may go down the tubes unless
Winona State begins its first
female football team.
Shrilly Whistle, a professor with
the health, phy-ed, and recreation
department, said she will begin to
coordinate recruitment for the
team.
Law enforcement officials have
predicted an increase in peeping
toms for next year and they urge
all campus females, especially
those west of Minne, to close the
curtains at all times, "except to
let the sunshine in," advised
state criminologist Mea Culpa.
Greud said the campus will hit
a "gender shock," as never reported in Winona State's history.
"Each of us must be prepared,"
he said, "for we are all in this together."

Men wanted who
can strut their stuff
By SALLY POOPS
Staff scoper

Next week Winona State men
will have the chance to really
show their stuff as the fourth annual Best Chest Hair contest approaches.
Thursday, April 10, on the Performing Art Center's Main Stage,
contestants will have the opportunity to win $100 cash prize to be
awarded to the man with the
"best groomed chest."
Contestants will be judged by a
panel of non-biased women with
a range of chest hair preferences. This contest by no means
implies that one must have the
chest hair of a bear to win. Contestants with "sparse growth"
are just as eligible to place in the
contest.
"The contest began as a response to the annual wet T-shirt
contests that take place through-out the nation," said Julie Franker, coordinator of the event.
"Women want their fair-share of
gawking also."
Women will not be the only

beneficiaries of the event. The
contest hopes to raise money for
the "Hairless Men Foundation,"
a non-profit science and research
organization founded by a
"bunch of hairless wonders" who
feel discriminated against due to
their lack of chest hair.
The organization's founder,
Clement Jones, when reached by
telephone gave no comment regarding the extent of his own personal natural resources, but angrily snapped, "Grass doesn't
grow on the playground ya
know!"
Eligibility requires only a willingness to take it all, or at least
half of it ,off. The number of contestants is limited to the first 20
men to sign up at the Performing
Art Center's box office between
noon and 2 p.m. the rest of this
week.
So,if kids, mistaking your chest
for a rug, wipe their feet on you
when you're lying on the beach,
you probably have a good chance
of placing in the contest.

Photo courtesy NATO
In the first annual Rocky Rococo look alike
contest, Winonan photographer Jeff Thompson
-

placed first, defeating Rocky Rococo himself. For
the prize, Thompson received 52 coupons for free

large pizzas at Rocky's and a lucrative one year
commercial advertising contract with BBB. "I
can't believe I defeated the master himself," said
Thompson.

Anthropology prof takes
sabbatical with natives
By LOAN LEE LINGUIST
Staff Muckraker

Most anthropologists go on
pretty interesting sabbaticals,
studying strange new cultures,
seeking out new life and new civilizations, boldly going where no
man has gone before. Not so with
Winona State University anthropology professor Ulysses Richtenhoven Free.
Free is petitioning the school
for more sabbatical time, since,
he says, things were so boring on
the island he was studying for the
past year. "I saw little of anthropological consequence," said
Free.
But the trip wasn't a total failure, he said. He did get to observe the small group dynamics of
three men — namely, himself and
two colleagues — trying to survive the open sea in a small boat.
And it was something of an adventure, he said, trying to snatch
at the rope ladder dangling from
the repeatedly-passing Air Force
jet sent to rescue the three.
Free said he and his associates, two clinical psychology professors from the Big Flats, Ill.,

Vocational Technical Institute,
were in the boat to escape the
negative feelings of the native
population of My Tea, the island
the three were sabbaticalling on.
"They were undergoing some
rather significant psychosociobiological stresses, to put it in
layman's terms," said Free.
"They got a bit miffed at us."
Natives of the island, about
500 miles due east of New Zealand, began to work out their unpositive emotions after polishing
off the island's leader in a coup.
A large crowd stormed the island
palace after the chief, or "chairperson," in the local dialect, put
an end to the free gifts of Winona-made sweaters handed out by
Free and his colleagues.
The researchers handed out
the knitware in an attempt to gain
the favor of research subjects,
but the chief became suspicious
when all the subjects were
buxom young women, and put an
end to the gifts. Angry natives
then overthrew the chief, and
held a ceremonial execution. "I
didn't attend," said Free, "but I
understand it was a delicious bar-

becue."
Free said the island then
turned ugly. "They had some cultural identity problems they had
to work out," he said.
The three were surrounded by
grass-skirted warriors armed with
Uzi semi-automatic bows and arrows, and were forced into one of
the small fishing boats common
on the island. A message relayed
through the island's Swiss embassy tipped off U.S. authorities,
and the Air Force plane was sent
to the rescue.
"The problem with such unforeseen happenings," said Free,
"is that they interfere with real research. We really had no chance
to study social interactions, and
our whole supply of sweaters was
seized by the bunch of ingrates."
For now, Free is recovering
from his ordeal. If his request for
more sabbatical time goes
through, he plans on spending it
in a slightly more exotic place.
"Oh, probably Kankakee, Ill.," he
said. "I hear they've got some
pretty strange mating taboos
down there."

Department heads will play I
By Sid Vicious
Critic 0' Music

Herb and the Department
Heads, the Vatican City based
heavy-metal band. will play
the Winona State Performing
Arts Center April 22, SCAB
(the Social Cultural Anarchy
Boys) announced today.
Although the band has yet
to release their first album,

release their first single, or
play in public, Dick Bob,
SCAB President, assured the
Winonon that the group is,
"Well, ah„.. Kinds good."
Another attractive feature
of the group is that it will be
able to provide their own
tents and shelter In the case
of rain, a group spokesman
said.

Department Head drummer,
Nigel Retlop, in a telephone
interview, said that the group
has been working up some
hot numbers for the Winona
gig including, "Ballad of the
Green Ballet ," "The 1813
Overture," and, Wanna
Hold Your Spam" (Unless
you're from Austin). Admission is free.
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Spurts
NCAA disqualifies Warrior wordsmiths
UC-Chico calls 'foul'
over alleged vulgarity
By MILTON BRADLEY
Playboy of the Western World

On the verge of taking top honors in the NCAA Division I cornpetition Scrabble (a copyrighted
trademark of the Selchow &
Righter Co.) playoffs, Winona
State University's wordsmiths
were disqualified during a match
against the underdog University
of California-Chico Aqueducts.
The Warrior six were fouled out
of the competition after allegedly
attempting to spell a nine-point
"swear word" that would have
edged out UC-Chico's eight-point
lead. The team's leading tileshooter, Oscar Zeere (pronounced "Wild"), said it was an undeserved charge.
"I mean, Chico yelled 'foul' too
soon. We were planning on making a seven-point conversion with
'hits,' and they got a little intense," said Zeere. Chico coach and
former three-time World Cup
Scrabble (a copyrighted trademark of the Selchow & Righter
Co.) contender Tug Puckett
tipped referees off to the upcoming foul as Zeere was ready to
make a shot with the "S."
The surprise ending to the
playoff series leaves virtual unknown UC-Chico at the top of the
Scrabble (a copyrighted trademark of the Selchow & Righter
Co.) world — a fitting end to a

season of surprises. Winona
State itself was not expected to
advance beyond the quarterfinals, and scored upset victories
at the District semifinals in February in Kansas City, Mo. There the
Warriors beat out top-seeded Caltech, Johns Hopkins, and University of Minnesota-Waseca for a
shot at the Aqueducts for the national title.
Sophomore speller Obadiah
Isaiah Smith, one of the Warrior's
brightest rising stars on the letterracks, said the foul call disappointed him. "We were up for the
game, we had the momentum,
we had the action, we had the
motion. I am disappointed."
Smith was one of the leading
scorers at the semifinals in Kansas City, pulling off two triple
word conversions with "zymotological."
The match against UC-Chico
was bathed in controversy even
before it began. Urine tests on
Zeere and two other Warrior lettermen proved positive, but since
the tests could make no positive
identification on what substances
were found, the match was allowed to proceed. And Winona State
objections were overruled by
judges when the Warriors called
fouls on Aqueduct plays spelling
out two words in Spanish. In a
ruling shortly before a tense

DOUBLE
LETTER
SCORE
These were the letters that spelled disaster
for the Winona State Scrabble (a registerd
trademark of the Selchow Righter Co.) Team,
lunch break, referees said that
"taco" and "burrito," two successive moves by UC-Chico,
were indeed English words.
The foul-out leaves the future
of Warrior Scrabble (a copyright-

Violations found by NCAA;
Scrabblers in big trouble
By ANITA CASH

Staff Antagonist

The problems of the Winona State University Scrabble (a copyrighted trademark of the
Selchow and Righter Co.) team continue to
roll like a tumble weed as an investigation by
the NCAA has led to the finidings of many
major school violations, resulting in a threeyear suspension from post-season bowl
games.
The investigation came about after the Warrior wordsmiths were disqualified for allegedly
attempting to spell a vulgar word in the championship game versus the University of California-Chico. That incident was abruptly denied by Warrior coach K.B. Toi, who acknowledged that the word his players were going to
spell was not slang.
Mark Mieword, the chairman of the NCAA
Scrabble (a copyrighted trademark of the Selchow and Righter Co.) rules committee, visited the Winona State campus last Friday and
stated that many violations were evident toward the team.
The most common violation was that all
members of the Warrior Scrabble (a copyrighted trademark of the Selchow and Righter Co.)
team have used, at some time, steroids,
which has been barred by the NCAA. The random drug testing upset the players.
"I have never been so insulted in my life,"
said 1.M. Poor, a freshman wordsmith, who
had to give a urine sample. "When ya' gotta
go, ya gotta go."
Mieword also uncovered recent bank loan
promissary notes to American Western National Bank, and Toi had admitted that some
alumni had co-signed for loans to give to each
Scrabble (a copyrighted trademark of the Selchow and Righter Co.) player over the past
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"This whole ordeal has been a
nightmare. All we wanted to do
was spell the word 'hits' for a
seven-point pick up, and we end
up with three years probation. Is
there no justice?"
— K.B. Toi
WSU coach
five years, a major NCAA violation.
Also, Toi admitted borrowing $25 — which
violates Code B, section 12, lines two and
three in the NCAA rules book — to team member Betty Woant in order for her to purchase
the television version of Scrabble (a copyrighted trademark of the Selchow and Righter
Co.) and a life-size poster of TV game-show
host Chuck Woolery.
As of Friday, the Warrior Scrabble (a copyrighted trademark of the Selchow and Righter
Co.) team has only been given the three-year
ban from post-season play, but it is believed
that the recent findings by the NCAA will increase the probation, and possibly suspend
Toi from any NCAA activities.
"This whole ordeal has been a nightmare,"
Toi said. "All we wanted to do was spell the
word "hits" for a seven-point pick up, and we
end up with three years probation. Is there no
true justice?
"Yes, we will definitely appeal."
Apparently not all Winona State top officials
have been notified. According to Mieword, he
tried to get in contact with some of the professors and deans during his visit, but since it
was Friday, not many faculty were present.
••■■•••••■■••■•••••••■■••••••111111111111111111101110.0ftli
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at the NCAA Division 1 Scrabble (a registered
trademark of the Selchow Righter Co.) National Tournemant in Ogden, Utah.

ed trademark of the Selchow &
Righter Co.) up in the air. Winona
State coach K.B. Toi says the
team has been disqualified for
three years from any post-season
play — a long time to varsity

spellers. "Some of these guys
were walking dictionaries. They
had the action, they had the motion. It'll be hard on them."

Winona State domed?

Somsen Hall renovation
leads to shopping center
By WILLIE LOVETT
Sports Enthusiast

The Athletic Department's request for a domed sports facility
took a new twist when it was recently learned that Winona State
has been working on plans to put
a roof over the entire university.
The story was leaked to the
press Monday, but plans had apparently been on paper since the
Ghermazian brothers lost their
bid for a Bloomington Mega-Mall.
"Why just dome the stadium?
Let's dome the whole darn
school!" said one school official
who refused to be identified...even in a court of law.
Current plans call for the "climate control" university to be in
operation by as early as 1989.
Obvious benefits include avoidance of winter hassles, and yearround tanning.
"It would also make Winona
State much more attractive to
buyers, er, I mean students",
said that very same school official.
Although funding for the construction is still sketchy, it is believed that the State University
Board is considering use of the
popular "balloon payment" plan.
Under the plan, the SUB makes
construction funding look feasable, but then goes through a
"restructuring" of the payments
a few years down the road.
"The balloon payment is a

wonderful thing. We get what we
want now, and throw the cost on
to someone else ten years later,"
said Maxwell Smart, a university
financial analyst.
Current blueprints show plans
for a huge man-made lake, several carnival style rides, and
Somsen Hall to be renovated into
a shopping center.
The original proposition for the
dome was to be used in the reconstruction of the baseball and
football facilities at Winona State.
The football complex would
have two Olympic size swimming
pools, a regulation size basketball court, separate men's and
women's bathrooms and a stadium seating capacity of 37,287,
plus room for the Purple Penguin,
the Winona State mascot.
The baseball stadium was to
have artificial turf similar to that
at the Hubert H. Humphrey
Metrodome. Approximately,
24,000 fans could then enjoy
baseball at Winona State.
A regulation track was not in
the works for the dome complex,
because according to key
Winona State personnel, "the
system with the Winona Senior
High works so well, we will continue to hold our track meets
there."
The final decision on the
Winona State dome complex is
expected to be finalized by June
31 of this year.
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Feature
Affirmative action links employees
By LISA LARSON
Feature Editor

The Performing Arts Center
Recital Hall was nearly filled to
capacity March 27 when St. Paul
Mayor George Latimer spoke to
faculty, staff and students about
affirmative action and sexual harassment.
"The way we (the people of the
society) have to go is not nearly
as far as we've already gone,"
said Latimer at the universitywide in-service program. "Most
of the barriers we now have left
are not the result of laws not enacted, but of history," he said.
Affirmative action laws' purpose is to allow minority group
members, such as women and
blacks, an equal opportunity to
compete for jobs.
According to Latimer, until
people honestly express their
feelings and participate more in
large groups, they will not understand the need for affirmative action. "We won't be able to learn
affirmative action until we get
more of our peers and get a closer working relationship."
Human values have an effect
about what a society deems important, said Latimer. One example mentioned was the InterState Highway Defense Act,
which built the inter-state highway system. The law was passed
because people valued a transcontinental highway system so
they could easily travel from
coast to coast by car. "That act
shaped our lives and built our cities," he said.
Another example he gave was
Columbia University, where he
graduated from law school. The
student body has diversity, he
said, because it is a national university.
"Don't tell me judgments (such
as who is admitted into universi-

ties) have been made solely on
merit," said Latimer. guarantee you, I've had an awful lot of
help."
Latimer suggested the audience should "do something affirmative so those otherwise
qualified for jobs may have the
opportunity." He gave four reasons why this should be done.
One reason, he said, is for our
own well being. "There is no way
the white males can carry all the
baggage given to them (such as
being strong, tough, and wise
enough to hold jobs and be the
provider)" said Latimer. "We
need help."
The second reason, he said, is
that the student population is
more diverse than ever before.
"All of our people have the right
to rise in position and value," he
said, and those sensitive to that
want the college setting to be reflective of the universe.
Latimer said affirmative action
should not be approached with
fear. "There is no state better
equipped, no people better
equipped than those of Minnesota, because of the educational
training given to young people."
In the next 10 years, 50 percent of our nation's will be replaced, according to Latimer. Because of this, "the opportunities.
for affirmative action and growth
have never been brighter in Minnesota than today and Winona
State can share in this," he said.
Winona State President
Thomas Stark, who introduced
Latimer, said "We should live
and breathe affirmative action because first, it's right, and second,
it brings able people that may not
otherwise be there," meaning
without affirmative action, equal
opportunities wold not be given to
minorities to compete for jobs.

Faculty, staff, and students gathered in the
PAC Recital Hall last Thursday to hear St.Paul

Winonan photo by Dave Johnson
Mayor George Latimer speak on affirmative
action and sexual harassment.

Press credibility needs help, says editor
By LIZ MILLER
Staff Reporter

If anyone should know anything about press credibility, it's
John Finnegan, vice president
and editor of the St. Paul Pioneer
Press and Dispatch. The nationally renowned editor, who was
chosen for the Freedom of Information Award on both the local
and national levels, spoke at
Winona State on the issue of
press credibility. His speech was
sponsored by the Winonan .
Currently, Finnegan serves as a
member of the Board of Directors
for the Minnesota Newspaper Association. Finnegan spoke about
credibility crises currently confronting the media, such as
whether the press carries too
much negative news.
"It's all in the individual's perception. One's idea of bad news
might be another's idea of good
news." He said that as an editor,
he "cannot stress objectivity, accuracy and fairness enough."
Finnegan says the St. Paul Pioneer Press and Dispatch attempts to counter the effect of
despondent news by having an
upbeat piece on the front page of
each issue. He reacts to critical
readers by challenging them to
go through the St. Paul Pioneer

"It's all in the individual's perception. One's
idea of bad news might
be another's idea of
good news."
— John Finnegan
Press and Dispatch good, bad
and neutral news for a period of
time."
He said readers will probably
find that most news is neutral but
that readers remember the bad
stories because they are traumatic. The stories like the one
about the guy who helped his
neighbor is forgotten, said Finnegan.
Another problem plaguing the
press, according to Finnegan, is
that there is no discrete line
drawn between issues concerning the individual's right to privacy and the public's right to
know. His own response to this
issue is "you (the reporter) have
to make those kinds of value
judgments for yourself. Every situation must be weighed in itself.
"If we do not have integrity or
a personal standard in journalism, we do not have credibility,
we have nothing to offer the
American people," said Finne-

gan. But the fact that we admi•
our mistakes enhances our credi
bility.
Because a newspaper's credi
bility is of paramount importanc(
to its readers, the St. Paul Pio
neer press and Dispatch employ:
a public contact editor whose jot
is to handle public complaints
"We must attempt to police our
selves internally," stated Finne
gan.
Also, Finnegan advises hi;
staff to avoid becoming involve(
in anything that compromises th(
integrity of journalists. He woulc
discourage journalists from sery
ing in public office, public rela
tions side-jobs or community
service organizations, all of whict
he said would be conflicts of in
terest.
The St. Paul Pioneer Press anc
Dispatch also has a policy o
checking the personal financia
holdings of employees to be surf
that an employee's holdings dc
not conflict with job responsibli
ties. Although Finnegansaid therE
is question as to whether this i;
an invasion of one's privacy.
Another problem affecting the
media, said Finnegan, is that the
public has a tendency to let onE
medium's coverage of an issuE
See Ethics, page 1;
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Many WSU seniors
use placement service
By JANET MEISCH
Staff Reporter

Winona State's Placement Department can be the key to a successful future for those students
who take advantage of the assistance it has to offer.

The number of students registering with the Placement Department has grown by leaps and
pounds over the past eight years.
in the 1976-77 school year 282
students were registered. This
number has grown to 638, an increase of 365 students or 226
percent in this span of time.
This large number keeps the
department's director, Gavin
Strand, very busy. He estimates
that he sees 80 percent of the
senior class. "The students here
are great to work with," he said.
"They really want jobs so they
are doing what must be done."
Any seniors seeking positions
in business, industry, government, non-profit organizations
and education are encouraged to
begin compiling a file with the department, which is located at 110
Gildemeister Hall. Students are
encouraged to begin seeking assistance with the Placement Department during the first quarter
of their senior year.
The services provided are free
to students attending Winona
State. They remain free for 12
months after graduation or until
you receive employment, whichever comes first. A $25 fee is
charged to those students who
register after earning their degree.
Strand said assistance is given
in three phases. In the first
phase,students evaluate themselves and decide on goals and
choose job fields that interest
them. At this time, students compile a list of employers that interest them and do research on
these potential employers.
Students can find out about
career opportunities by using the
Placement Department Employer
Library and Resource Materials.
Students also receive a copy of
World of Work, which includes a

452-4172

A.Approach prospective employers through letters of inquiry, application, and resumes.
A.Prepare for the interview, either with on-campus recruiters Or
other sources.
Winonan graphic by Lisa Larson

or event reflect the other media.
This is referred to as "checkbook
journalism".
Because this kind of a tendency could have a drastic impact
on the media, he feels that feed-
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NICK NOLTE
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POLICE ACADEMY 3:

BACK IN TRAINING
RUN FOR COVER!

7:00-9:10 (PG-13)

GUNG

AND OUT
BEVERLY
HILLS
!N

7:30-9:30 (PG)

452-4172

THE COMEDY WITHOUT BRAKES.

MICHAEL KEATON

(Both offers good 4-8 p.m., dining
room only)

Free Delivery

their resumes, include phone
calls, letters and personal visits
to potential employers on behalf
of the students. Throughout the
course of meeting with students
several times during the year,
Strand gets to know the students
and is then able to speak of them
confidently to potential employers.
The Placement Department
has conducted more than 30
large and small group presentations for students in the past
year. They also held their 5th Annual Job Search Seminar for juniors and seniors.
The Placement Office has seen
success in its efforts, according
to Strand. Seventy-one percent of
students registered found satisfactory employment in their fields
after graduation in 1985. In the
area of education, 61% found
satisfactory employment as
teachers.
The Placement Department is
there to assist and advise students each step of the way on
their search for a job, said
Strand.

on Winona State Campus
529

Huff, Across from Sheehan Hall, WSU.
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back from the public is invaluable.
To Finnegan, "informing the
press is our role. Serving the
public is the purpose for our existence." That is why press
ethics and crediblity are necessary,

GRAY NYLON
AND SUEDE
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MANY OTHER FANTASTIC SPECIALS TO CHOOSE FROM!

WINONA MALL - RED WING MALL
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"WHERE CUSTOMER SERVICE IS A STEP AHEAD"

We Welcome Students to Worship with Us
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Michael
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Free order of garlic toast with
any large or med. pizza.
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Open Daily
4:00 P.M.
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Phase III

Ethics
Continued from page 11
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Phase II

PRETTY PINK 1:20-9:20

STARTS FRIDAY
ONE WEEK ONLY!
7:45-9:50

Late on
taP

A.SeIf evaluation
B.Set goals
C.Choose job fields
D.Research potential employers

collection of names and addresses of potential employers in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, and
Iowa. This information is updated
each summer.
The second phase includes approaching prospective employers.
Students are assisted by Strand
in preparing letters of inquiry, application and resume.
Strand also assists students in
formulating a job search strategy
and plan. Registered students receive the job bulletin each week
announcing job openings in all
fields.
Phase three prepares students
for the interview. Notice of oncampus interviews by visiting recruiters are scheduled in the
Placement Department Offices
and students are required to signup and have credentials prepared
for the recruiter. During a typical
school year, more than 50 organizations from business, industry,
government and school districts
conduct interviews on campus,
said Strand.
Strand's duties, besides meeting with students and critiquing
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Miller

Phase I
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Three Phases of
the Job Search
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Redeemer Lutheran

St. Martin's Lutheran

1664 Kraemer Drive
Office 452-3828

328 E. Broadway
Office 452-6928

Sunday Services 8:00 a.m. and
10:30 a.m.
Bible Study 9:15

Saturday services 5:30 p.m.
Sunday 8:00 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
Adult Education Hour 9:15
Pastor Richard Krenzke
Pastor Michael Fox
Counseling available

7:00
ONLY (6841aatio'* CLASSIC

SLEEPING
OVER BEAUTY

125119111Wmiump.

HELD

Pastor William Flesch

LC-MS Congregations
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Arts
'The Dark Castle' brings magic to 6,000 kids
By SUSAN LeTOURNEAU
Arts Editor

Vivian Fusillo is out to capture
the minds of 6000 children with
the direction of her 18th children's show to be performed by
the theater department of Winona
State April 9-12.
This year's production is Sally
Netzel's, "The Dark Castle," and
according to Director Fusillo, is a
bit different than the usual classic
fairy tale. "Sally, the author,
doesn't take fairy tales too seriously," said Fusillo. "She gave
us the idea, and we took it much
further."
Fusillo stated that "we're going
all the way for this one." The director said the play will resemble
a pop-up storybook, with the
characters and colors overemphasized. "Even the characters
are stylized in their movements,
and line reading overemphasizing
vowels and consonants."
The play is about a bright princess named Lumina, played by
Alison Patel. The princess is
trapped in the gloomy dark castle
by her evil ward, The Duke, played by Scott Greenleaf. In order
for the princess to be rescued
from the castle, the brooding
Duke sets three tasks to be accomplished. The one to accomplish the tasks will capture the
light and save Lumina from the
dark, depressing castle.
Miracles happen when kindhearted Dimwit, played by Keith
Polus, proves his worth by accomplishing the three tasks that
are set before him.
"Dimwit is probably the dumbest dimwit the kids will see," said
Fusillo. "I see this play as an AllAmerican play that also will relate
to the college age." Fusillo said
that in her eyes, Dimwit represents the "American Way," because the character portrays the
idea that no matter how dumb or
stupid you are, if you keep trying,
you'll win, in this case the light,
which is Lumina the princess.
The costumes will also be overemphasized as the ideas of the
play are carried out through brilliant colors and exaggerated features. "Each character who tried
to accomplish the three tasks and
failed will suffer from deadening
of one of their senses," said Fusillo.
Fusillo said examples of this
are seen through the costumes.

Alison Patel, Scott Greenleaf and Keith Polus are cast in Vivian Fusillo's 18th children's show, "The Dark Castle." The play

When one character loses his
sight, his costume will exhibit
large polka dots. The character
with the lost sense of smell will
have an enlarged nose, as the
one who lost his hearing will have
an enlarged ear.
Also through the costumes is
the relation of an animal to each
person's character. "I asked
school age children what animals
are evil to them. I got all sorts of
answers from bats to vultures,"
said Fusillo. Out of the questioning, Fusillo got the idea for the
Duke's costume, in which he is
dressed as a cross between a
vulture and a rat. "Snake tights
will be painted on his legs and
vulture wings will be his cape,"
said Fusillo.
Fusillo said that this year's play
will be the most presentational
play that has been performed.
The cast will bring the audience
into the play by talking to them.
Some of the characters even go

into the audience a few times,
once to capture fireflies. "Movement is very vital to this particular
production" said Fusillo. "We
even have one character practicing on juggling."
The director said that almost
the whole play is done in the form
of a dance, stating that this
year's cast are excellent dancers.
"The set we have makes it a
challenge for the actors to move
easily," said Fusillo. "In the throne scenes, the actors are moving
on steep steps."
Fusillo is excited about this
year's set, designed by Jacque
Reidelberger. The set is a turntable set, and one which the director has wanted to use for a long
time. Every scene is turned, so
that the cast is actually walking
out of one scene and into another. "I hope to make the turning of the set a routine that the
audience will catch on to," said
Fusillo.

Winonan photo by Dan Reiland
will take place April 7-12. Tickets go on sale today in the box
office of the PAC.

Fusillo said that she hopes to
accomplish the goal of making
the play look like it was simple to
do. "Complicated things that are
done perfect look simple to do,"
said Fusillo. "And that's what I
hope to accomplish."
"The Dark Castle" will be playing to 6000 school children from
the surrounding Winona area.
Some Wisconsin schools will also
attend the performance. "This
year, we had to turn away approximately 1000 kids," said Fusillo. "We've already sold out ten
performances."
One highlight for Fusillo about
those in attendance is principal
Bob Hogenson of WashingtonKosciusko school on Mankato
Avenue in Winona. Hogenson
has been bringing his pupils to
the children's show for 16 consecutive years. "Bob books his
pupils a year in advance," said
Fusillo.
The director has warm memo-

ries of the pupils attending her
plays as she recalls one year
when it was raining and she looked out the window to see the
principal walking his pupils to the
play because of lack of bus service.
Fusillo said the children's show
is an opportunity for the children
to be part of an audience. "The
Dark Castle is a wonderful comedy with warm smiles," said Fusillo. Once again, Director Fusillo
will hold her spangly star wand
over the children's heads as they
enter her magic kingdom of fantasy land.
Tickets are available in the
PAC ticket office beginning April
2, noon to 5 p.m. Tickets are $3
for the general public, $2 for students, faculty members and senior citizens, and free for those
ages three to 12 when accompanied by an adult.

Talent comes out of hiding at spring art show
By SUE LeTOURNEAU
Arts Editor

The third annual spring art show is approaching, except this year the Art Company of Winona State hopes to have a
more diverse showing of work.
The show will take place at Kryzsko
Commons in the Cinema Room April 1418, and anyone who would like to display
work is welcome.
Mary Castner, president of the Art Company, said she wants to include various
majors in the exhibition. "People are interested in variety, so why not have a variety?"
The show's theme will be a mixture
media show, meaning that all types of art
work will be displayed. "We want photographers to show work, as well as people
interested in printing, sculpture, and

painting," said Diane Pampuch, student
artist and member of the Art Company.
Pampuch said that the Art Company
would like to see more student involvement in the events that the group sponsors. "Anyone is welcome to display work
in the spring show. You don't have to be
an art major."
Pampuch expressed the desire to see
the theater department display some of
their work. "I know that the theater department has things that can be displayed, such as costumes, and scenic design
floor plans for plays."
. The artist also expressed interest in the
industrial arts department, stating that she
is aware of bronze pours and graphic designs that the department has worked on
throughout the year.
This year's show will have a "people's

choice" ballot allowing spectators to
choose their favorite piece of artwork.
With that the Art Company will issue a
merit award. "We brought this idea into
the show because our theme is variety,
and we wanted to do something different
this year," said Pampuch.
The spring art show began under the direction of art department head Don Schmidlapp. "He decided that the art students should have an annual display of
what they had been working on all year,"
said Castner.
Although the show was faculty juried
when first started, the show is now completely student-run. "The Art Company
wants to expose the artists on campus.
There's talent out there, and we want to
give them exposure," said Castner.
Exhibitors may sell their work during the

show. Exhibitors may submit up to six pieces of work, although photographers may
display up to ten pieces. "Everyone who
brings us work is guaranteed to have at
the least one piece shown," said Pampuch.
With the show, the Art Company would
also like to involve the community and the
campus of St. Teresa. "Expansion is what
we're looking for," said Castner. "Every
year things should get bigger and better,
and that's what we're aiming for."
The exhibit will show in the Cimema
Room from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Anyone interested in submitting work may contact
Mary Castner at 454-7914 or Diane Pampuch at 454-2006. Work will be accepted
up until April 12.
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Sports
Play Ball!
Softball team out
to reach big goals
3y TOM TUSA
Sports Editor

Pitching, defense and more
pitching. Those are the major elements needed for any team to be
successful in softball. You can
bet your left ear that the Winona
State women's softball team is
loaded in both departments.
Second-year head coach Mark
Patterson is optimistic that the
women will have a successful
season, which opens today at the
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh.
There is just about every reason to believe that. Patterson has
14 players returning from the 1515 team a year ago. In all, 33
women are on the team, resulting
in a full-time junior varsity program.
"We're deep, no doubt about
it," Patterson said. "We had a lot
of freshmen last year gain experience. We have a nice blend of
veterans, as such, and some new
talent coming into the program."
But the pitching staff is where
the strength of the team lies.
Back to carry the staff are Karen
Serum (5-7, 1.44), Katy Thompson (5-2, 1.92), and Karen Severson (5-5, 3.38). Also hurling for
the Warriors is freshmen Lisa
Danner.
The overall team earned run
average last year was an incredible 2.22.
Patterson, with the help of assistants Barb Schley and Julie

"With the talent we
have, we had to dangle
out the carrot and give
them something to go
after."
— Mark Patterson
WSU softball coach
Bemis, has established some
goals that he feels the team
should be able to reach.
"We have some season game
goals," Patterson said. "We want
our ERA under 2.00. We don't
want to give up more than three
walks a game. We do not want to
allow the leadoff batter to reach
base.
"We also have set some season goals. We want to win all 18
home games, and 30 as a team.
We want to be seeded first or
second in the district.
"With the talent we have, we
had to dangle the carrot out and
give them something to go after,"
Patterson added.
If there is a weak spot on this
year's team, it may be offensively. The team will be without allconference players Lynn Cardwell and Mary Jo Kranz, who
both have graduated. The team
only hit .244 overall a year ago.
However, junior Chris Gremo
See Softball page 15

Men's outdoor track impressive;
Dam, Beck, Wirth lead the way
By KURT MOSSON
Staff Reporter

As the days grow longer and the sun gets warmer, so does
the Winona State men's track team.
With the first outdoor meet of the season under their belt,
coach Bob Keister feels that the year could only get better.
The Warriors opened their outdoor season at the University
of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, and although team totals weren't kept
in the seven team meet, Keister believes that his Warriors finished among the top three.
- Leading the way for Winona State was senior Mike DeLio.
The Warrior tri-captain finished first in two different events,
winning the high jump with a leap of 6-feet,4-inches, and also
the javelin with a throw of 191.4 feet.
It was DeLio's first attempt ever at the javelin. Despite being
a newcomer at the javelin, DeLio was just four feet short of a
school record and 10 feet short of qualifying for nationals.
Another bright spot for the Warriors was senior long jumper
Kevin Wirth, who took a first in long jump with a leap of 21feet, 11-inches.
Wirth is what Keister calls a "consistant jumper" and the fact
that he has placed in every meet so far this year just adds to
the statement.
John Beck continued with his success story by taking first in
the 60-yard high hurdles with a time of 7.8.
Beck has thus far captured a school record, won the indoor
conference meet, and qualified and advanced to the semifinals
in the national meet. All of this has been done in Beck's freshman year.
Though the Warriors will not face any of their conference
rivals during the season, they will be training hard to get ready
to compete in the season finale that determines the conference
championship.
Keister feels very optimistic about the meet.
"These bunch of guys are working harder than they have to,
just to have a chancre of winning the championship," said Keister.
Winona State returns to action on April 12, at the University
of Minnesota Open.

Winonan photo by Dave Johnson
The Winona State Women's Softball team
wasy busy at practice yesterday for today's
game against University of Wisconsin — Osh-

kosh. The game will take place this afternoon
at Lake Park.

Barkey, Mosson play long ball

Walseth, Warriors above .500;
Wisecup notches third victory
tossing a four-hitter and grabbed his first win of the
year.
Asst. Sports Editor
As good as things went the second day of the
Due to the fine pitching of Jon Wisecup and the
tournament.
things went equally bad the following
Chris
Mosson
and
Dean
Walseth,
loud bats of Dan
day as the Warriors gave up 25 runs on 23 hits as
Barkey, the Winona State baseball team has been
they were devestated by Grand View College 16-1
able to improve their record to 8-6 during the first
and then trounced by Missouri Southern 9-1.
half of its southern trip.
Costello
picked up the loss in the first game and
C
The trip didn't have a very pleasant start as the
Pete Goodfellow claimed the loss in the second.
Warriors blew a 1-0 lead in the bottom of the sevThe
Warrior bats could only muster six hits on
T
enth against the University of Wisconsin-River
the day.
Falls.
On the final day of the tournament, the Warriors
John Costello was saddled with the loss, even
defeated South Dakota State 5-2, but were once
though the two runs that scored were unearned,
again defeated by Grand View College 8-3, finishand took place after there were two outs in the ining with a 4-4 record in the tourney.
ning.
Monday, Winona State traveled to Ada, Okl., and
The next time the Warriors were in action was
swept
a doubleheader from East Central State UniClassic,
a
tournament
that
was
held
the Mutt Miller
versity 5-4 in eight innings and 20-6 in the night
in Joplin, Mo., and they were able to earn a split of
cap.
two games, defeating Grandview College 5-0 and
Wisecup allowed his first earned runs of the sealosing to Missouri Southern 4-0.
son in the first game, but managed to earn his
Wisecup allowed only five hits in picking up his
third win of the year, striking out 10 while only
second victory of the season. A run scoring double
walking four. Wisecup was touched for 13 hits, but
by Dewy Vike and a two-run double by Walseth
was able to keep in control and stranded 13 base
paced the Warrior offense.
runners.
In the second game, Todd Kieffer picked up the
The game winner came on a solo home run by
loss, despite only giving up five hits.
Barkey. It was Barkey's second of the day. In the
The second day of the tournament saw the Warsixth, he hit another solo home run. Then Mosson
riors win two games — first avenging an earlier
stepped up as the next hitter and one of his own.
loss by defeating River Falls, 8-7. In the second
Mosson leads the team with three home runs.
game, Winona State defeated the University of
In the second game, the Warrior bats erupted in
South Dakota 11-3.
the fifth and sixth innings for 20 runs.
Walseth had three of the team's 11 hits against
Goodfellow led the 16-hit barrage with three.
River Falls. Mosson, Barkey and Brian Hellenbrand each added two hits. Mosson included a Walseth smashed a two-run homer.
Walseth is hitting over .500 after 14 games with
solo home run.
five triples, four doubles, one home run and 18
Mike Kosidowski pitched the seventh inning and
runs batted in.
notched his first victory of the year.
The Warriors have double headers scheduled
Against South Dakota, Mosson picked up where
with Oklahoma Baptist University, Oklahoma Cenhe left off in the first game by belting a two-run
tral State University and Washburn University behomer, a double and a single to drive in six runs.
Scott Mapes took advantage of Mosson's bat by fore returning home this weekend.
By WAYNE BOWER

HORSE RIDING
EVERY DAY BY
APPOINTMENT
Sat., Lessons-Group
Rates
Big Valley Riding
Academy
Gayle 454-3305 Evenings
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$16,040 - $59,230/yr.
Now Hiring. Call 1-805-,
I 687-6000 Ext. R-6195
for current federal list.
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So when you want that
special treatment, just
pick up the phone:
Domino's Pizza Delivers®!

When you order from
Domino's Pizza, you're
in for a special delivery:
Fresh-from-the-oven
pizza made right to your
order with top-quality ingredients. And we deliver
in less than 30 minutes.

Our drivers carry
less than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
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Get a 12", pepperoni
with double cheese and
extra thick crust for only
$5.00. Available every
Wednesday. Just ask
for the Wednesday
special. No coupon
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Continued from page 14
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— who led the team with a .342
batting average, three doubles,
seven triples, three home runs
and a .699 slugging percentage
— will be stationed at first base.
Rounding out the infield will be
sophomore Dawn Johnson (.149,
one RBI) at second, and a battle
between senior Becky Martin
(.481, five RBIs) and sophomore
Deb Steward (.191, seven RBIs).
Third base will be handled by
Ruth Boberg (.225, 17 RBIs).
"Ruth is one of the finest defensive players that I've seen in
women's softball," Patterson
said. "We just need to get some
offensive production out of her."
The catching duties will fall
mostly onto senior Marie Holecek
(.240, one RBI) with Maggie McGinnis (.333, three RBIs) and
freshman Kris Minert also seeing
some duty. According to Patterson, McGinnis "probably has the
strongest throwing arm on the
team."
In the outfield, senior Sue Mugford (.147, five RBIs) and Patti
Loveless (.283, 9 RBIs) will be
the mainstays. Loveless was an
all-conference last year. Also,
Severson will see some action in
the outfield when she's not pitching. Lisa Maier and Mick Noll
should also see a lot of action.
The designated hitting duties
will be handled by Vicki Jo Thiesse (.348, six RBIs) and others filling in as backups will be junior
transfer Tracy O'Brien and freshmen Michele Voigt and Kim
Lewis. Other pitchers include
Sandy Stolp and Karen Von Arx .
"Offensively, we have to get a
running game going — steal
some bases, hit and run and we
have to bunt the ball better," said
Patterson. "We want to double
those stats from last year."
The Warriors open ur their
home schedule tomorrow at
3:00 at Bambeneck Field down
by Lake Winona against the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire.
This weekend, the Warriors will
host a tournament with Saturday
games slated for 11 a.m. against
UW-Superior, 1:15 against St.
Mary's College and 3:30 against
UW-La Crosse.

Shower
Talk
By Tom Tusa

The Stars-Hawks rivalry is hot
What's that ol' saying... don't wake up a sleeping dog?
"Hey, Tuse. Haven't heard anything from you about the North
Stars-Black Hawks rivarly this year. Ya goin' sour?" said one of my
mighty followers.
Bingo! Or should I say "Bow-wow."
The Minnesota North Stars — a team, who under the direction of
first year coach Lorne Henning, has remembered how to play the
brand of hockey that enabled each player to make the National
Hockey League. They're skating like that dream team of 1980-81,
when they finished runner-up in the Stanley Cup Finals.
The Chicago Black Hawks — a group of men, who when using
their skates instead of their fists, have developed into a pretty fair
hockey club under general manager-coach Bob Pulford.
Last night and tonight are the two biggest games of the year for
the Stars and the Hawks. A home and home series between the two
clubs could result in the determining of the Norris Division Championship.
The Norris Division has been regarded as the worst division in the
NHL. But the Hawks, Stars and St. Louis Blues are giving the division some respectability.
The playoffs are a different story. Each team has swaggered back
and forth. Last year the Hawks were bumped in the Campbell Conference championship game by Wayne Gretzky and the Edmonton
Oilers. Two years ago, the Stars fell victim to the mighty Oilers.The
Blues have just fallen wayside in post-season play.
As far as the Stars go, Henning has been a great big factor in the
Stars' regular season turnaround, but there has been one other element that is evident. Injuries.
The Stars are the first team in the history of sports to actually be
able to say that injuries have helped. How have they helped? Well,
for one, the injury to Willi Plett has kept that excuse of a hockey
player off of the ice. Another factor is that the injuries have enabled
the Stars to utilize three quality forward lines instead of four. By
using mainly three lines, each player will have enough time to establish himself in a flow during the contest.
That's why the Hawks have become a powerful team. They utilize
mainly three lines, and when you have a guy by the name of Denis
Savard, a fourth line is used just to give him a rest.
Both teams have quality players. The Stars feature everybody's
favorite Dino Ciccarelli, Neal Broten, Scott Bjugstad, Craig Hartsburg and Brian Bellows. Broten recently became the first Americanborn NHL player to score 100 points in a season and Bjugstad has
been the biggest surprise in the NHL with 40-plus goals.
The Hawks counter with the most exciting player in the NHL —
Savard. The big guns belong to Steve Larmer, Al Secord, Ed 01cyzk, Doug Wilson and Troy Murray, the second biggest surprise in
hockey.
If these two teams meet up in the playoffs, it will be a war. As of
now, the Stars are playing the best hockey in the division and will
probably be the only team to give the Oilers a run for the Cup semifinals. After beating the Oilers 4-0 at home and losing 5-4 in OT at
Edmonton a couple weeks back, the Stars are beginning to make
people take notice.
I think that maybe somebody should have left the Minnesota North
Stars sleeping. Then again, a two-year nap is long enough.
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GRAND OPENING
WESTGATE OPTICAL
FRIDAY, APRIL 4, 10 A.M.-6 P.M.
FEATURING:
MARCHON FASHION EYEWEAR
NEW IMAGE by Coy Herr

$30 regular color analysis is only
$15 with purchase of eyewear.
1600 W. GILMORE
454-5384

The heat is on.
This summer may be your last chance to
graduate from college with a degree and an
officer's commission. Sign up for ROTC's
six-week Basic Camp now. See your
Professor of Military Science for details.
But hurry. The time is short.
The space is limited. The heat is on.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

For More Information Contact:
Captain Jim Weyen
Winona State University
Somsen Hall, Room 121
(507) 457-5153
Capt. Jim Weyen
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Before you make
a long distance commitment,
make sure you know
what you're ening into.

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had known
what being stuck in the same boat would mean, chances
are neither would have set foot aboard.
And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long
distance company that doesn't give you all the services
you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous thoughts.
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance
company, you know you're in for smooth sailing. You'll
get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate long
distance connections—even at the busiest hours. And
long distance operators to assist you with immediate

credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.
And you'll get discounts off our Day Rate on your
state-to-state calls. With savings of over 50% during
weekends until 5pm Sundays, or nights from llpm to
8am, Sunday through Friday. And 40% discounts evenings between 5pm and llpm, Sunday through Friday.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance
company, sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded. Just call
1 800 222 0300 for more information or to
choose AT&T. Reach out and touch someone!
-

AT&T

(c). AT&T 1986

1=-= The right choice.

